How can
successful
ventures
endure?

Its is all
about
resilience of
performance.

Did you know the
investment into the HVAC
system has a critical
impact on the value of
the building itself?
That is because the HVAC system may only account
for 20% of your building investment, but it can
account for over 50% of its energy usage. This is
intensified by tenants becoming more demanding on
the levels of comfort expected from their spaces.
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The HVAC system accounts for

%

How can you
mitigate that?

of the building’s energy usage.

Just like a great team is a reflection of its
members, a performant HVAC system
depends on the quality of its equipment.
The right HVAC equipment can help minimize
the building’s operating costs, maximize tenant
comfort and protect the lifespan of the system
installation to secure your building value and
ensure your investment is a long-term one.

Since 1897
Balancing, Control &
Actuation leader
Since 1909
Pressurisation & water
quality leader
Since 1928
Thermostatic control
leader

How
can
we
help?
IMI Hydronic Engineering benefits from over
300 years of combined knowledge in 3 key areas
of HVAC. This means we can expertly combine
products as a solutions package that ensure all
components are optimally working together as a
unified team and deliver resilient performance.

Great results
require
a great
combination.

The solutions package below is the ultimate team
in preventing and solving critical building challenges:

The choice of
HVAC equipment
can have a big
impact on your
building value, so
choose the right
team wisely.

Future proof your
building’s with
smart connectivity
Just like our smart controls solution, our
pressurisation equipment can also be
integrated into the BMS (Modbus RTU and
TCP-IP) for 24/7 access, monitoring and
controllability of critical system parameters.

Compresso Connect equipped with
Brain Cube control panel

Keep tenants satisfied
while saving energy
System noise is really upsetting to tenants but can be
easily prevented. By removing the air circulating in the
system you fight noise and stop the formation of dirt
particles that compromise system efficiency.
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Vento Connect degasser

Up to

%

more efficient in removing system air.

Deliver precise and stable room temperature that
keeps residents comfortable whilst only using the
minimum required energy to do so.
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TA-Slider & TA-Modulator

Stable indoor temperature delivers up to

energy savings.

%

Distribute appropriately the heat throughout
the building to avoid temperature imbalance,
tenant complaints and energy wastage.
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AFC technology for radiators

Effortless heat balancing and up to

& underfloor heating

%

energy savings.

Safeguard your CAPEX
with reliable system
protection
Protect your critical HVAC investment from dirt
accumulation that clogs components and significantly
reduces heat transfer and efficiency. Keep system
water clean by removing dirt quickly.

9x
Up to

more efficient at capturing even the
smallest dirt particles

Zeparo G-Force separator

Our
biggest
strength
We are proud of our quality product portfolio and
established brands, but our biggest strength is our
people. Their practical expertise and drive to support
our customers is what differentiates us in helping you
tackle HVAC challenges.

“The buildings of tomorrow are
expected to deliver even better comfort
and flexibility, with minimal energetic
impact. Our great solutions and
hydronic know-how can help building
owners achieve tomorrow’s building
standards today”.

Fabio Bonafini

Get in touch to know more at
info@imi-hydronic.com

www.imi-hydronic.com

